Results driven, property people
We are the best performing real estate
agent in the area for one simple reason
- our people, and the way we all feel
about every single property we market.
When it’s time to sell we’d like you to
think that your property is as important
to us as it is to you and that’s why we
have a specialist dedicated to every
suburb we work in. A specialist who
knows the market, knows the suburb
and knows how to sell - but more
importantly, a specialist who has a sense
of humility and can see things from
someone else’s point of view.

That’s why, of the 90%* of listings we
get we convert to a sale - and though
that may say something about how
good our team is at selling, it says a lot
more about the trust our clients have of
us in delivering them a result.
At Space we don’t take anything for
granted - and we appreciate that
staying the best at anything is difficult.
That’s why we work hard on building
the best possible team – a team
that shares a vision for success and
understands that giving, for the benefit
of others is just as important as what
we may receive in return.
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GIVE
YO U R S E L F
S PA C E
When you’re selling your home, there
is an overwhelming number of things to
do and think about. It’s not something
you should rush into. You need to give
yourself time and space to consider all
the options and make sure you’re getting
the best deal.
At Space Real Estate, we understand
your home is one of your biggest assets.
That’s why we treat your home as if it is
our own and offer a range of innovative
marketing strategies combined with
proven negotiation techniques to achieve
the highest possible sales price.

We start by making space to really
get to know you, your home and your
motivation for selling. From there,
our team of property experts can get to
work. We have a sales specialist solely
dedicated to your suburb, who knows it
inside out, and knows how to make your
home stand out from competing homes
in the market.
That’s one of the reasons we have an
incredible 90%* success rate when it
comes to converting our listings into
sales. It’s also why we’re continually
ranked as one of Perth’s best performing
real estate agencies with a high referral
rate from satisfied clients.

But at the end of the day, we’re not in
business for ourselves. We’re in business
to help you achieve an amazing sales
result. And with the ongoing support of
our valued clients, we can continue to
support the wider community by donating
to local charities, schools, social clubs
and sporting groups.

T H E S PA C E
PRINCIPLE
After almost two decades at the forefront
of the real estate industry, one of the
most important insights we’ve learned
is that people are not creatures of logic,
they’re creatures of emotion.
We can show you how to use this simple
yet powerful principle to attract buyers
and evoke an emotional response that
will achieve the best possible price for
your home.
The process begins by creating
evocative marketing material that
emphasises the unique characteristics
of your home and invites prospective
buyers to private viewings where they
can see, feel and imagine themselves
living in the property.
Once buyers have fallen in love with
your home, we present them with
believable financial solutions and use
our negotiation skills to deliver an
optimal sales result.
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YO U R S PAC E
C A M PA I G N
At Space Real Estate, we offer a range
of highly-effective campaign structures
that are proven to remove opportunistic
buyers and maximise the sales price
of your home.
After carefully balancing your objectives
with current market conditions, we will
recommend one of our four campaign
structures: All Offers By, Off Market,
Private Treaty or Auction.
Over the years and across all market
conditions, we’ve found that our
All Offers By and Off Market campaign
structures have consistently delivered
a high level of sales success and
an even higher level of referrals from
satisfied clients.

S PA C E
A L L O F F E R S BY
OFF MARKET
P R I VAT E T R E AT Y
A U CT I O N
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Styling your home.
Professionally styling your home can
have a dramatic impact on prospective
buyers and set your property apart from
the competition. We can arrange for a
consultant to visit your home and help
you create the perfect style to enhance
your property.

PRESENTING THE EXTERIOR


Check the street number is
clearly visible.



Make sure the letterbox is in
good condition.



Sweep the pathway or driveway
leading to the front door.



Clean the porch and put out a
new doormat.



Check the doorbell and outside
lights are working.



Put away the garden hose, tools
and children’s toys.



Mow the lawn, trim edges and
mulch garden beds.



Clean windows and sills inside and
out and remove cobwebs.



Clean outdoor furniture and add
new cushions.



Clean the pool or spa and make
sure leaves are removed.

Need a helping hand?
If you need any assistance preparing your
home for sale, we can give you the details
of reliable, trustworthy trades and contractors
who will be happy to help.

PRESENTING THE INTERIOR


Declutter by putting items away
and clearing surfaces.



Add a mirror in the entrance to make
it appear larger.



Clean the hallway and make it
look inviting.



Check that all the lights are working.



Remove unnecessary furniture
from rooms.



Clean mirrors, windows, exhaust fans
and kitchen rangehood.



Clear kitchen benches, leaving only
a couple of appliances.



Remove photos and magnets from
the front of the fridge.



Add new, crisp bedding and
cushions to beds.



Make sure bedside lamps are
working and dusted.



Remove posters from the kids’
bedroom walls.



Clean bathrooms ensuring the tiles
and grout are clean.



Add fresh matching towels and
put away toiletries.



Fix minor repairs such as dripping
taps or squeaky floorboards.



Put away pet bowls and litter trays.

ADDING
S PA C E TO
YO U R H O M E
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MARKETING
YO U R S PA C E
To ensure your home stands out in
the cluttered real estate market and
resonates with prospective buyers,
you need a well-planned strategic
marketing campaign.

At Space Real Estate, we will use our
in-depth market knowledge to target the
right buyers at the right time with a range
of proven, innovative marketing strategies
that include:


Internet advertising and Google
retargeting.



Brochures and “Just Listed” postcards.



Target area and database marketing
via email and text messages.



Newspaper advertising and editorials.



Print marketing in specialist publications
such as Space lifestyle magazine and
Wish magazine.



Signboard and home open
directional signage.



Home opens and private viewings.
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T H E S PA C E
SALES
PROCESS
With so many forms to fill out and things
to remember, the sales process can
seem complicated and overwhelming.
But don’t worry. As one of our valued
clients, you will receive expert guidance
every step of the way. Below is a brief
outline of each stage in the sales
process and some tips to make sure
everything runs smoothly.
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ST E P
BY ST E P
1

2

3

LISTING YOUR HOME FOR SALE

NEGOTIATING YOUR SALE

PROCEEDING TO SETTLEMENT



Complete the listing and marketing
agreement and disclosure statement
with Space Real Estate.



Start preparing your property for sale.





Check with local council that all
extensions, patios, sheds and carports
are approved.



Space will present you with offers on
your property and guide you through
negotiations to achieve the best
possible price.



Once negotiations are completed, you
will need to appoint a settlement agent.



Space will send a copy of the offer
and acceptance contract to you and
your settlement agent.



Your settlement agent will contact you
to sign the settlement documentation.



If required the buyer’s bank will
complete a valuation on your property.



If required, structural building
inspections and pest inspections
will be completed.

Check with local council that the pool
is safety compliant.



Check that all plumbing, electrical and
gas appliances are in working order.



Check that smoke alarms and residual
current devices comply with
government regulations.



Space will organise professional
photography of your property.



Space will start preparing your
marketing material.



Space will commence home opens
and private viewings.



Your settlement agent will contact
you to sign the transfer of land
documentation.



The buyer will complete the final
inspection and Space will contact you
if there are any concerns.



If required, you will need to attend
to any repairs.



Your settlement agent will book in
a settlement date with the buyer’s
settlement agent and your bank.



Now is a good time to book your
removalist company.
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SETTLEMENT


Your settlement agent will attend
settlement on your behalf.



Space will notify you once settlement
has occurred.



Space will arrange with you to hand
over the keys to the buyer.



Time to celebrate!

S PA C E
SOUTH
Space South Real Estate is a unique
boutique agency. Created to fill a void
in the South West property industry,
we strive to present a fresh and engaging
energy to the market, something that
many believe is lacking.
We love living in this beautiful part of
the world and we think our enthusiasm
rubs off. We believe the success of
our business is based on our effort to
encourage other people to get excited
and invest in the prospect of a new living
experience. We also pride ourselves on
paying attention to our customer’s real
estate needs and providing the highest
level of service.
Our client database sets us apart from other
local agencies. With two western suburb
offices, we have access to over 10,000
registered buyers ready to purchase,
enabling us to reach more clients and
professionally showcase your home.
No matter how grand, modest or inspiring
your property is, we’ll provide you the
opportunity, platform and structure to
capture it at its best.
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S PA C E
P R O J E CT S
Space Projects is an exciting, new sales
division within Space Real Estate that
specialises in advising, marketing
and selling mixed-use and apartment
developments.
With decades of local and
international project marketing
experience, our expert team is
renowned for delivering strategic,
cost-effective recommendations
that continually outperform the
market and project forecasts.

At Space Projects, we offer an extensive
range of specialist services, including:


Development planning, marketing
and sales advisory.



Architectural liaison to identify
the optimal commercial design
and product mix.



Off-the-plan marketing for residential
developments.



Local and offshore strategy
implementation.



International marketing and
sales advisory.



Established house and
apartment sales.
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S PA C E
P RO P E RT Y
M A N AG E M E N T
We know return on investment is also
a top priority so we closely watch the
market so you don’t have to. We ensure
you can be certain you’re getting the best
rate for your property, maximising your
investment and increasing your return.

Years of industry experience have
helped us hone our marketing strategy
so that your property is seen by the
right people at the right time. We employ
professional photographers to fully
capture the character of your property.

If you’re planning to lease out your
property, our dedicated team of
professional, proactive Asset Managers
can help you maximise your rental return
by finding a suitable tenant as quickly
as possible.

This beautiful imagery is then used
across all marketing platforms, including
onsite, online and in print. Our marketing
materials represent your property in the
best way possible to attract the right
tenants for you.

With extensive experience in property
management and an in-depth
understanding of the Residential Tenancy
Act, our Asset Managers will guide you
through the complexities of leasing your
property and protecting your investment.

OUR PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT APPROACH


We start by employing proven
marketing strategies to attract a high
level of interest in your property.



We liaise with you to carefully qualify
and approve tenants.



We monitor the market and maximise
your rental return by increasing the
rent as required.



We perform regular inspections and
provide you with a written report about
the condition of your property.



We organise qualified, cost-effective
contractors to attend to any repairs or
maintenance in a timely manner.



We establish a timetable for regular
maintenance such as clearing gutters,
painting and white-ant treatments.

2 Napoleon Street, Cottesloe WA 6011
Sales (08) 9284 4008
Property Management (08) 9284 4008
Fax (08) 9284 4009
Email mail@spacerealty.com.au

*Based on reiwa.com awards ‘top 100 offices by value sold for 2015/2016’. Some agencies do not participate in the reiwa.com awards.

